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Defining: “The Goal”
Brand Key
Targeting the “varietal aroma”
of Touriga Nacional …
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Material & Methods
35 wine samples
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FREE DESCRIPTION = 41 Descriptors















geometric mean > 50 %
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2nd step: Consensus Training
9 Sessions    |     14 Panelists    |    11 Aroma standards
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Reference Standards
http://www.winearomawheel.com/
All the standards were presented in 2oz (59.2mL) soufflé containers with plastic lids
One tablespoon of Nuts mix ( pecan + walnuts + almonds)
One Teaspoon of a mixture of orange/lemon natural extracts&grapefruit juice
One Teaspoon of Tropical fruit mix (passion fruit pulp + canned pineapple)
Tree fruit mix (peach+ apple)
Two Tablespoons of wild fruit preserves (cassis+ cherry+ strawberry)
Few grains black pepper
dried fruit mix (figs+ raisins+ prunes)
One drop of violet essence
One coffee spoon of earl grey tea
Fresh cut grass
Asparagus (several drops of brine of canned asparagus)
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“Aroma Wheel”
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Profiling: Touriga Nacional
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Rate 11 Aroma Attributes
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ANOVA Results
wines were significantly
different across all the 11
Aroma attributes generated
by the trained panel.
All the attributes
discriminate significantly
among the wines using for













Source Pr > FAttributes
Significant levels for ANOVA
All statistical analyzes were performed using SAS (SAS Institutes, Cary, NC)
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Attribute Results = 5 clusters
•The first 2 PCs accounted for
77,4% of the variance
•Table wines from the Douro and
Alentejo regions were higher
scored in Bergamot, citrus and
violet
PCA of mean sensory scores for terms differing significantly across wines was performed using the
covariance matrix.  For this analysis it was used the computerized data calculation system (FIZZ,
Biosystemes, Couternon-France).
P.C.A . of  means Pdt./A tt.
Correlation Circ le 1 - 2
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Results all Wines = Drivers of Typical
P.C.A . of  means Pdt./A tt.
Plane 1 - 2 BiPlot constant: 5,89767













































•The first 2 PCs accounted for 77,4%
of the variance





















Means = GLM procedure
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Odor Zone ; FD = 21
Odor Zone ; FD = 2n
Odor Zone ; FD = 22




Odor Zone ; FD = 20
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Ranking “OZ” : AEDA
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Distribution of free terpenols compounds
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OAV : Touriga Nacional
Single effect
OH














Linalol : major single contributor
(SV=5.9) !!!
Similarity Value : “Recombinant Additions”
A C. Silva Ferreira, T. Hogg and P. Guedes de Pinho.















TR + Linalol +
Linalyl Acetate
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-Glycosidase
“Combined Fraction”
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Touriga
Nacional
Conclusion
